Abstract. In this paper we present a bottom-up discriminative algorithm to automatically learn Markov Logic Network structures. Our approach relies on a new propositionalization method that transforms the learning dataset into an approximative representation in the form of a boolean table. Using this table, the algorithm constructs a set of candidate clauses according to a χ 2 independence test. To compute and choose clauses, we successively use two different optimization criteria, namely log-likelihood (LL) and conditional log-likelihood (CLL), in order to combine the efficiency of LL optimization algorithms together with the accuracy of CLL ones. First experiments show that our approach outperforms existing discriminative MLN structure learning algorithms.
Introduction
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a research field at the intersection of machine learning and logic programming [26] . It aims at a formal framework as well as practical algorithms for inductively learning relational descriptions from examples and background knowledge. Propositionalization is the process of generating a number of useful attributes or features starting from relational representations and then using traditional propositional algorithms for learning and mining [27] . In the past few years, many approaches to propositionalization have been developed. The majority of these directly transform a relational description into an attribute-value one, though some also consider the intermediate level of multi-instance descriptions [27] . One advantage of such propositionalization is that the whole set of traditional learning algorithms, including neural networks, statistics, support vector machines and so on, can be applied to the approximation. The disadvantage is that the approximation might be incomplete and that some information might get lost in the propositionalization process.
Statistical relational learning (SRL) concerns the induction of probabilistic knowledge for multi-relational structured data [28] . Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [18] are a recently developed SRL model that generalizes both full first-order logic and Markov Networks [22] . A Markov Network (MN) is a graph, where each vertex corresponds to a random variable. Each edge indicates that two variables are conditionally dependent. Each clique of this graph is associated to a weight. In the case of boolean random variables, this weight is a real number, the value of which is directly log-proportional to the probability of the clique (i.e. the conjunction of its random variables) to be true. A Markov Logic Network consists of a set of pairs (F i ,w i ), where F i is a formula in First Order Logic (FOL), to which a weight w i is associated. The higher w i , the more likely a grounding of F i to be true. Given a MLN and a set of constants C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . c |C| }, a MN can be generated. The nodes (vertices) of this MN correspond to all ground predicates that can be generated by grounding any formula F i with constants of C. This set can be restricted when constants and variables are typed.
Both generative and discriminative learning can be applied to MLNs. In this paper, we propose a propositionalization-based discriminative approach in order to learn both the structure and weights of a MLN. This approach consists of three main steps. First, we apply a technique, which is intuitively similar to relational pathfinding [29] and relational cliché [30] , searching on the training dataset to form a set of essential features (i.e. the relations to the learning predicate in discriminative fashion) and store it into an approximation boolean table for the propositionalization problem. Second, starting from the approximation table, we compose the set of candidate clauses. Finally, clauses are added into the MLN.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we bring back several notions of First Order Logic, then we propose an overview of MLNs learning techniques in Section 3. Our approach is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to experiments. Section 6 is the conclusion of this paper.
Notions
Let us recall here some basic notions of First Order Logic which will be used throughout this paper. We consider a function-free first order language composed of a set P of predicate symbols, a set C of constants and a set of variables.
Definition 1.
An atom is an expression p(t 1 , . . . , t k ), where p is a predicate and t i are either variables or constants.
Definition 2.
A literal is either a positive or a negative atom; it is a ground literal (resp. variable literal) when it contains no variable (only variables). Definition 4. Two ground atoms (resp. two variable literals) are said to be connected if they share at least one ground term or argument (one variable).
Definition 5. A clause (resp. a ground clause) is connected when there is an ordering of its literals L 1 ∧ . . . ∧ L p , such that for each L j , j = 2 . . . p, there exists a variable (a constant) occurring both in L j and in L i , with i < j. Definition 6. A variabilization of an expression e (either a ground clause or a conjunction of ground clauses), denoted by var(e), is obtained by assigning a new variable to each constant and replacing all its occurrences by this variable.
Learning of Markov Logic Networks

Generative learning of MLNs
Generative approaches aim at inducing a global organization of the world described by the predicates, and thus optimize the joint probability distribution of all the variables. Concerning MLNs, generative approaches optimize log-likelihood or pseudo-log-likelihood as proposed in [18] . Weights might be learnt using iterative scaling [16] . However, using a quasi-Newton optimization such as L-BFGS has recently shown to be much faster [19] .
Regarding generative structure learning, the first algorithm proposed in [11] initially uses CLAUDIEN [5] to learn the clauses of MLNs and then learns the weights by maximizing pseudo-likelihood [18] . In [10] , the authors propose a method involving either a beam search or a shortest first search in the space of clauses guided by a weighted pseudo-log-likelihood (WPLL) measure. These two systems follow a top-down paradigm where many potential candidate structures are systematically generated without considering data and then evaluated using a statistical measure evaluating fitness to data. In [13] , an algorithm called BUSL follows a bottom-up approach in order to reduce the search space. This algorithm uses a propositional Markov Network learning method to construct structure networks that guide the construction of candidate clauses [13] . The structure of BUSL is composed of three main phases: Propositionalization, Building clauses and Putting clauses into the MLN. In the propositionalization phase, BUSL creates a boolean table MP for each predicate P in the domain. When building clauses, BUSL applies Grow-Shrink Markov Network (GSMN) algorithm (Bromberg et al, 2006) on MP to find every clique of the network, from which it builds candidate clauses. Finally, BUSL considers clauses to put into the MLN one-by-one, using WPLL measure for choosing clauses and L-BFGS algorithm for setting parameters. The most recent proposed algorithms are Iterated Local Search (ILS) [1] and Learning via Hyper-graph Lifting (LHL) [9] . ILS is based on the iterated local search meta-heuristic that explores the space of structures through a biased sampling of the set of local optima. The algorithm focuses the search not on the full space of solutions but on a smaller subspace defined by the solutions that are locally optimal according to the optimization engine. LHL is a different approach, that directly utilizes data in order to construct candidates. From the training dataset, LHL builds a hyper-graph from which it forms clauses, that are evaluated using WPLL [9] . Through experiments, both ILS and LHL have shown improvement over the state-of-the-art algorithms. Although, as far as we know, there is no direct comparison between ILS and LHL.
Discriminative learning of MLNs
Discriminative learning of MLNs relies on the optimization of the CLL of query given evidence [18] . Let Y and X be the set of query atoms and evidence atoms, the CLL of Y given X is: log P (Y = y|X = x) = log n j=1 log P (Y j = y j |X = x). First proposals for MLN discriminative learning were based on the voted-perceptron algorithm [20] . The second approach, called Preconditioned SCG (PSCG), based on the scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) method, is shown to outperform the previous algorithm both in terms of learning time and prediction accuracy [12] . Recently, a new discriminative weight learning method for MLNs based on a max-margin framework was proposed achieving higher F-scores than the the PSCG method [6] .
However, all these algorithms only focus on parameter learning, the structure being supposed given by an expert or previously learned. This can lead to suboptimal results when these clauses do not capture the essential dependencies in the domain in order to improve classification accuracy [3] . To the best of our knowledge, there only exists two systems, that learn the structure of MLNs for a discriminative task. One first uses ALEPH [21] to learn a large set of potential clauses, then learns the weights and prunes useless clauses guided by weights [7] . The second method, called Iterated Local Search -Discriminative Structure Learning (ILS-DSL), chooses the structure by maximizing CLL and sets the parameters by maximizing WPLL [3] . Iterated Local Search is used for searching candidate clauses and for every candidate structure, the quasi-Newton optimization method L-BFGS is used to set weights optimizing WPLL. 
DMSP
DMSP Structure
As inputs to our system, a query predicate QP , a positive real number minWeight and a database, called DB in the following, defining positive/negative examples are given. A set of clauses defining background knowledge may also be given. We aim at learning a MLN that correctly discriminates between true and false groundings of QP .
Algorithm 1 gives the global structure of our method, called DMSP (Discriminative MLN Structure learning based on Propositionalization). It can be separated into three steps: Propositionalization, Building a set of candidate clauses and Learning the Markov networks.
• Propositionalization: In order to construct an approximation of the database, DMSP first forms a set SL of variable literals starting from the learning predicate QP. Then it builds a boolean table, each column corresponding to a variable literal and each row to only one true/false ground atom of QP. We express how the set SL is formed in Subsection 4.2 and describe how entries of the boolean table are filled in Subsection 4.3.
• Building a set of candidate clauses: For each literal L QP ∈ SL, the χ 2 test [23] is applied on the boolean table to find a set SDL of variable literals, each of them being dependent on L QP . A set of connected template clauses STC is then built from L QP and every subset S ⊂ 2 SLD . Candidate clauses are built from STC by keeping only Horn clauses from any possible combination of variable literals in each connected template clause.
• Learning the Markov networks: Each candidate clause is assigned a weight by applying L-BFGS weight learning algorithm to learn the weight of a temporary MLN composed of the initial clauses and that candidate clause. If the weight of the candidate clause is greater than minWeight, the score is measured by computing the CLL of the learning predicate given the temporary MLN and DB. For each connected template clause, DMSP keeps at most one Horn clause, which is the one with the highest CLL among those having a weight higher than minWeight. The final candidate clauses are sorted by increasing number of literals. Candidate clauses having the same number of literals are sorted by decreasing CLL. DMSP then considers candidate clauses in turn. For each candidate clause c, it uses L-BFGS to learn the weights for a MLN composed of the initial MLN plus the clauses kept at the previous iterations and c. It then computes the current CLL measure. Clause c will be added to the current structure whenever the CLL measure is improved. If c is not accepted, and if there exists a clause pc in the current structure such that there exists a variable renaming θ, pcθ ⊆ c. DMSP then checks if replacing pc by c allows a higher CLL. If it does, pc is replaced by c. Finally, as adding a clause into a MLN might drop down the weight of clauses added before, once all the clauses has been considered, DMSP tries to prune some clauses of the MLN, as was done in [10] .
Generating literals for propositionalization
Let us give here some more definitions, which will be used in this subsection.
Definition 7.
A g-chain of ground literals (resp. v-chain of variable literals) of length k starting from a ground literal g 1 (variable literal v 1 ) is an ordered list of k ground literals < g 1 , ..., g k > (variable < v 1 , ..., v k >) such that for 1 < j ≤ k the jth ground (variable) literal is connected to the (j-1)th via a previously unshared constant (variable). It is denoted by g-chain
Definition 8. The link of two connected ground (variable) literals g and s, denoted by link(g, s), is an ordered list composed of the name of the predicates of g and s followed by the positions of the shared arguments. (1 2) (2 1)}.
The definitions of g-chain, v-chain ensure that a g-chain or a v-chain is also a connected clause.
For each true ground atom e of the query predicate QP in the database DB, we build the set of g-chains of length k starting from e. From them we build the set SL of variable literals so that, for each g-chain k (e), there exists at least a v-chain k (ve), where ve and e are formed from the same predicate, such that there exists an injective substitution θ, v-
To find the set SL of variable literals, we consider the remark in [24] that two clauses g and s are equivalent under OI-subsumption if and only if g and s are equal with a renaming of variable. We can find several g-chains k (e), the variabilization of which are equivalent under OI-subsumption to a v-chain k (ve), ve and e are built with the same predicate. In this case, we only keep one variabilization. Moreover, if a g-link of some g-chains k (e) is a prefix of another one, it means that there exists at least one v-chain k (ve) and a variable renaming θ such that g-chains k (e)θ ⊆ v-chain k (ve), it is no longer considered for variabilizing. During the process of variabilization to form vc, we try to reuse variables (also variable literals) which have been used to variabilize previous v-chains k in order to reduce the number of variable literals, hence reduce the search space of the next steps in our method.
Algorithm 2 sketches our idea to build a set SL of variable literals given a database DB, a query predicate QP and a positive integer k (to limit the maximum number of literals per clause). The algorithm considers each true ground atom tga of the query predicate QP and builds every g-chain k (tga). Function LinkOf (g-chain k (tga)) performs two operations. First, it creates the g-link of g-chain k (tga), a g-chain of length k starting from the true ground atom tga. We call this g-link gl. Second, it checks whether gl is already in the set of g-links SOGL, containing the g-links already built. Variabilizing will occur only if gl does not appear in the set SOGL. Regarding the variabilization problem, the replacement of constants by variables can be done using various strategies such as simple variabilization, complete variabilization, etc. [25] . Here, we use the simple variabilization strategy to variabilize each g − chain k (tga) ensuring that different constants in this g − chain k are replaced by different variables. In more details, the algorithm uses the same variable literal for all starting true ground atom tga in the process of variabilizing each g − chain k (tga), and for the others in a g-chain, a new variable is only assigned to the new constant (a constant that has not previously been assigned a variable). Algorithm 3 describes gradually this step.
We detail how to variabilize a g-chain in particular and illustrate step by step the process of generating literals through Example 2 below.
Example 2. Let DB be a database composed of 15 ground atoms as follows:
advBy(ba,ad), stu(ba), prof(ad), pub(t1,ba), pub(t2,ba), pub(t1,ad), pub(t2,ad), advBy(be,al), advBy(bo,al), stu(be), prof(al), pub(t3,be), pub(t4,bo), pub(t4,al), pub(t5,al).
Fig. 1. Example of generating literals
Let k=4, QP={advBy}. For the sake of simplicity, in this example k will be ommited. Figure 2a shows all possible g-chains of true ground atoms advBy(ba,ad) and advBy(be,al), Figure 2b exhibits all g-links of g-chains shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2c gives variable literals according to the process of variabilization. Corresponding to every g-chain, function LinkOf creates a g-link. At the beginning, the g-link {advBy stu 1 1} corresponding to the g-chain {advBy(ba, ad) stu(ba)} is created. It is the first considered g-chain therefore the g-link is added into the set SOGL of g-links and the g − chain 4 : {advBy(ba, ad) stu(ba)} is variabilized to get the set of literals SL = {advBy(-1, -2), stu(-1)}, where the algorithm uses the minus to denote whose variables and different constants in this g-chain are replaced by different variables, respectively variables -1, -2 for constants ba, ad.
The algorithm next takes into account the g-chain {advBy(ba, ad) pub(t1, ba) pub(t1, ad) prof(ad)} and creates the g-link gl={advBy pub 1 2/pub pub 1 1/pub prof 2 1}. Because gl is not in the set SOGL, gl is added into SOGL and the g-chain is variabilized to get the set of literals SL={ advBy(-1, -2), stu(-1), pub(-3, -1), pub(-3, -2), prof(-2)}. Considering then the g-chain {advBy(ba, ad) pub(t2, ba) pub(t2, ad) prof(ad)}, the algorithm also creates the g-link gl1={advBy pub 1 2/pub pub 1 1/pub prof 2 1} but gl1 is already present in the set of g-links (gl1 and gl are the same), and then variabilizing for this g-chain is not useful. The three stars sign (***) displayed in Figure 2c suggests that there is no variabilization for the corresponding g-chain. As we can see from Figure 2c , this situation occurs quite frequently in this example database. It must be noted that, in the case of the g-chain {advBy(be, al) pub(t3, be) }, the g-link {advBy pub 1 2} is included as a prefix of a g-link and thus the algorithm also does not variabilize this g-chain.
Let us consider now the g-chain {advBy(be, al) advBy(bo, al) pub(t4, bo) pub(t4, al)}. The algorithm creates the g-link gl2={ advBy advBy 2 2 /advBy pub 1 2 / pub pub 1 1 }. This g-link is then variabilized because gl2 has not occurred in the set of g-links. At the beginning of the variabilization step, the variable literal advBy(-1,-2) is reused to map the starting ground atom advBy(be,al) (as we mentioned before, the algorithm uses the same variable literal for all starting true ground atoms of the query predicate), hence constants be, al respectively are mapped to variables -1, -2. The two constants bo and t4 are new considering constants, thus they are respectively assigned to new variables -5 and -6. After this process, three new variable literals were created are advBy(-5,-2), pub(-6,-5), pub(-6,-2).
Having repeated this process until the last true ground atom of the query predicate advBy, we get the set of 10 variable literals as follows: SL={ advBy(-1,-2) stu(-1) pub(-3,-1) pub(-3,-2) prof(-2) pub(-4,-2) pub(-4,-1) adv(-5,-2) pub(-6,-5) pub(-6,-2) }.
We end this subsection by introducing the following lemma: Lemma 1. Let DB, QP, and k respectively be a database, a query predicate and a maximum length. The set SL of variable literals created by Algorithm 2 is the minimum set such that for each ground atom e of QP, for each g − chain k (e), there always exists at least a variabilization: var(g − chain k (e)) ⊆ SL.
Proof: Assume that the set SL of variable literals created by Algorithm 2 is not the minimum set. This means that there is a variable literal vl ∈ SL such that: for each true ground atom e, for each g − chain k (e), there always exists at least a variabilization var(g−chain k (e)) ⊆ SL\vl. Following the process of variabilization in Algorithm 2, there exists at least some g-chain k (e) such that g-chain k (e) is variabilized and vl ∈ var(g-chain k (e)). The positions of variable literals appearing in var(g − chain k (e)) are fixed. Beside, different variables in var(g − chain k (e)) map to different constants in g − chain k (e), therefore vl can not be replaced by the other element in SL, so that we can not remove vl from SL. advBy stu pub pub prof pub pub adv pub pub Ground atoms (-1,-2) (-1) (-3,-1) (-3,-2) (-2) (-4,-2) (-4,-1) (-5,-2) (-6, -5) (-6,-2) advBy(bo,al) When k tends to infinity, Algorithm 2 tends to generate a minimum set of variable literals which subsumes the whole database under OI-subsumption.
Building the propositional problem
The second step in propositionalization consists in transforming the first order learning problem into a propositional one. We build a boolean table, called Matrix, organized as follows: each column corresponds to a variable literal; each row correspond to a true/false ground atom of the query predicate. Matrix [r] [c] is true means that there exists at least a v-chain vc containing variable literal at column c, a g-chain gc starting from the ground atom at row r, and a variabilization of gc such that var(gc) ⊆ vc.
Algorithm 4 sketches the steps to fill values of entries of table Matrix. For each variable literal L QP of the learning predicate QP , DMSP finds the set SV L of v-links of v − chains k starting from L QP . For each true/false ground atom qga of QP , it finds every g-link gl of g − chains k starting from qga. If there exists some vl ∈ SV L such that vl and gl are similar, then for the row of the Matrix corresponding to the ground atom qga, value at every column L is set to true where L is a variable literal occurring in vl.
We illustrate this step by Example 3. Because advBy(bo, al) is the true ground atom, value at column advBy(-1, -2) and row advBy(bo,al) of Matrix is 1 (true). Algorithm 4 also finds for every g-link of g-chains starting from advBy(bo,al). For the g-chain < advBy(bo, al) pub(t4, bo) pub(t4, al) prof (al) >, it creates a g-link gl={advBy pub 1 2 / pub pub 1 1 / pub prof 2 1}. This gl is similar to vl2, so that values at columns advBy(-1,-2), pub(-3,-1), pub(-3,-2) and prof(-2) are filled by 1. There does not exist any vc = v-chain(advBy(bo,al)) containing a ground atom of predicate stu such that v-link(vc) is already in SV L, so that value at column stu(-1) and row advBy(bo,al) is 0. For the false ground atom advBy(ad,ba), the value at column advBy(-1,-2) is 0. The algorithm repeats this process until all true/false ground atoms of the query predicate advBy have been considered to produce the approximation boolean table.
Comparing to BUSL
The outline of our method, at a first glance, is similar to the generative structure learning algorithm BUSL [13] . Nevertheless, it differs deeply in all three steps: the way propositionalization is performed, the way to compose the set of candidate clauses and the way to put clauses into the learned MLN: [l] = true if there exists at least a v-chain k starting from the r-th ground atom and containing l. These differences influence the performance when applying χ 2 -test and GSMN.
• Composing set of candidate clauses: BUSL uses GSMN to determine edges amongst TNodes and composes candidate clauses from cliques of TNodes. DMSP uses just the χ 2 test in order to get more links amongst variable literals. Moreover, candidate clauses in BUSL must contain all the literals appearing in a TNode, meaning that, concerning our example, both AdvBy(B,A) and Pub(T, B) occur together in the clause. This might not be flexible enough as it might occur that a relevant clause contains only one of these two literals.
• Adding clauses into MLN: BUSL uses likelihood for both setting parameters and choosing clauses, this can lead to sub-optimal results given prediction tasks. DMSP also sets the parameters by maximum likelihood but chooses clauses by maximizing the CLL of the query predicates instead of the joint likelihood of all predicates. The difference is also in the order clauses are taken into account. BUSL uses the order of decreasing WPLL while DMSP uses two orders; first the order of increasing the number of literals per clause and then the order of decreasing CLL. The different orders lead to different structures.
Experiments
Datasets
We use three publicly-available datasets [11] called IMDB, UW-CSE and CORA respectively in order of increasing number of constants as well as increasing number of true ground atoms in the dataset. IMDB dataset describes a movie domain containing 1540 ground atoms of 10 predicates and 316 constants. In this dataset, we predict the probability of pairs of person occurring in the relation WorkedUnder. UW-CSE dataset describes an academic department consisting of 2673 ground atoms of 15 predicates and 1323 constants. We have chosen the discriminative task of predicting who is advisor of who. CORA dataset is a collection of citations to computer science papers including 70367 true/false ground atoms of 10 predicates and 3079 constants. We learn four discriminative MLNs, respectively according to four predicates: sameBib, sameTitle, sameAuthor, sameVenue.
Systems and Methodology
DMSP is implemented over the Alchemy package [11] . We ourself perform experiments to answer the following questions:
• Does DMSP outperform the state-of-the-art discriminative systems? (1) • Can we compare DMSP to the state-of-the-art generative systems? (2) • Does DMSP perform better than BUSL in discriminative tests (only for some query predicate) in terms of CLL and AUC measures? (3) • What should be done to improve DMSP? (4) We choose three algorithms to compare to DMSP, which are ILS-DSL, ISL and BUSL. To answer question 1, we compare DMSP to the state-of-the-art discriminative system ISL-DSL. To answer question 2, we choose to run the state-of-the-art generative system ILS and also refer to the results of LHL published in [9] . For question 3, we configure BUSL to run only for single learning predicates. Comparative results will help us to indicate points for question 4.
For all domains, we performed 5-fold cross-validation. We measured CLL and area under the precision-recall curve (AUC). The CLL of a query predicate is the average log-probability over all its groundings given evidence. The precision-recall curve is computed by varying the threshold above which a ground atom is predicted to be true. Parameters for ILS-DSL,BUSL and ILS were respectively set as in [3] , [13] and [1] . To guarantee the fairness of comparison, we set the maximum number of literals per clause to 5 for all systems as it is shown in [3] . We used the package provided in [4] to compute AUC. We ran our tests on a Dual-core AMD 2.4 GHz CPU -4GB RAM machine.
Results
We performed inference on the learned MLN for each dataset and for each test fold, using Lazy-MC-SAT algorithm. Lazy-MC-SAT returns the probability for every grounding of the learning predicate on the test fold, which is used to compute the average CLL over all the groundings and the relative AUC. Table 2 presents average CLL, AUC measures for learning predicates over test folds, for all algorithms estimating on three datasets. They are average values of learning predicates; WorkedUnder for IMDB, AdvisedBy for UW-CSE and SameBib, SameTitle, SameAuthor, SameVenue for CORA. It must be noted that, while we used the same parameter setting, Table 2 . CLL, AUC measures our results do slightly differ from the ones in [3] . This comes from the fact that we conducted inference using Lazy-MC-SAT instead of MC-SAT. First, comparing DMSP and ILS-DSL, we can notice that DMSP performs better both in terms of CLL and AUC for all datasets, except the AUC value for learning predicate SameBib for CORA dataset. Since CLL determines the quality of the probability predictions output by the algorithm, our algorithm outperforms this state-of-the-art discriminative algorithm in the sense of the ability to predict correctly the query predicates given evidences. Since AUC is useful to predict the few positives in the data, we can conclude that DMSP enhances the ability of predicting the few positives. This is the answer for question 1.
Second, we take a look at DMSP and ILS. DMSP gets better values in both CLL and AUC for all predicates for all datasets. Referring to results of LHL [9] , DMSP gets better CLL values and slightly worse AUC values. However, as described in [9] , in the process of evaluation the authors has omitted from datasets several equality predicates and evaluated groundings for two predicates Actor and Director (IMDB), two predicates Student and Professor (UW-CSE) together, which is a bit harder than we did. In spite of that, with the better CLL values, we believe in the domination of DMSP compared to the state-of-the-art generative structure learning for MLNs. This is the answer for question 2.
Third, let us consider the results of DMSP and BUSL. DMSP does improve highly CLL values and is almost better in AUC values (only smaller for learning predicate SameVenue for Cora dataset). We can answer for the question 3 that DMSP dominates BUSL in terms of CLL and DMSP is competitive to BUSL in terms of AUC. However, as we mentioned above, DMSP and BUSL have the differences in the all three steps. From these results, we can not estimate precisely how each step affects the dominant of DMSP. We will further investigate in this issue.
Last, let us consider algorithms all together. For all three datasets, DMSP achieves the best CLL and only gets two smaller AUC values for SameBib and SameVenue (CORA). It must be noted that, DMSP dominates the remainders on CLL values not only on averages but also for every test folds for all datasets. It thus offers the best ability to predict correctly the query predicates given evidences. Concerning AUC, DMSP performs only poorer for learning predicate SameBib than ILS-DSL, and for learning predicate SameVenue than BUSL, it enhances ability to predict the few positives in the test dataset. The smaller AUC of DMSP for predicates SameBib and SameVenue can be due to the approach DMSP optimizes the CLL during structure learning that may lead to overfitting.
Regarding consuming-time, DMSP runs somewhat faster than BU SL but slower than both ILS and ILS-DSL. We do not present the consuming-time of all algorithms here because, in theory, to set weights for clauses, all algorithms has involved L-BFGS, hence the times all depend on the performance of L-BFGS. DMSP and ILS-DSL have to take more time than ILS and BUSL for inference to compute CLL values. In practice, as revealed in [35] , the presence of a challenging clause like AdvisedBy(s, p)∧AdvisedBy(s, q) → SameP erson(p, q) will have great impact on optimization as well as on inference. Time-consuming therefore depends mostly on the number of candidate clauses and the occurrence of literals together in each clause. From practice we also verify that the time consuming for finding candidate clauses is much less than the time for weights learning and inference. ILS-DSL is accelerated by using the same approach as shown in [12] for setting the parameters of L-BFGS that optimize the WPLL, and using heuristics to make the execution of Lazy-MC-SAT tractable in a limited time. This is the reason why ILS-DSL is the fastest system, but it is maybe one of reason to make less CLL and AUC. BUSL reduces consuming-time by considering only cliques in the structure networks. DMSP saves time by solving only Horn clauses and involving inference only when the weight of the considering clause is greater than minWeight. This is why in this estimation, we only consider the CLL and AUC measures in evaluation. We would like to notice that the MLN produced by DMSP might be an advantage, from the logic point of view, as a Horn-clause MLN might integrate easier in further processing than a MLN based on arbitrary-clauses.
These comparative results let us believe in the prospect of DSM L. However, we need to conduct further experiments in order to estimate thoroughly DM SP from which to improve our algorithm. In more details, we plan to do the following tasks:
• Study a strategy to learn MLN improving both two measures CLL and AUC in a reasonable time. It must also overcome overfitting.
• Compare the influence of two approximation boolean tables to the performance of DMSP and BUSL, as well as the effect of χ 2 -test and GSMN on these two tables, from which we can improve our propositionalization, not only for this task but also for ILP community.
• Compare DMSP directly to LHL and also compare all algorithms to richer and more complex domains. It also includes the task of spreading our propositionalization method to a generative fashion, the task of integrating a discriminative weight learning algorithm into DMSP, in order to estimate our method more throughly.
Conclusion
Contributions presented in this paper are a novel algorithm for the discriminative learning of MLN structure in general and a propositionalization method in particular. The discriminative MLN structure learning algorithm performs a bottom-up approach which learns a MLN automatically and directly from a training dataset by first building an approximation problem from which it forges candidate clauses. Comparative results show that the proposed algorithm dominates the state-of-the-art MLN structure learning algorithms.
